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Tidal response of ice speed at Jakobshavn Isbræ

For marine-terminating glaciers like Jakobshavn Isbræ, the in�uence of ocean tides on ice speed provides opportunities for

investigating physical conditions of glacial motion (Gudmundsson, 2011; Podrasky and others, 2014; Walker and others, 2014;

Voytenko and others, 2015). Blue and yellow lines in Fig. S3 (b) are the predicted and observed tide rate (i.e., the time

derivative of the tide height) at the mouth of Jakobshavn Isbræ's fjord, ∼70 km away from the glacier cli�. Podrasky and

others (2014) compared 14 days of tide measurements within 5 km of the calving front and the tides recorded at Ilulissat, and

found no measurable delay in time, and a maximum di�erence in stage of less than 10 cm. Therefore the tide at the mouth

of Jakobshavn Isbræ's fjord should closely represent the tidal variations at the glacier cli�. Power spectral density (PSD)

estimates of 4 days of velocity time series from Jakobshavn Isbræ show distinct diurnal and semi-diurnal signals. Based on the

inference method described by Davis and others (2014), we analyzed tide-induced velocity perturbations. Fig. S3 (a) is the

TRI line-of-sight (LOS) velocity map overlain on a Landsat-8 image; S3 (b) shows LOS velocities along an approximate �ow

line and tide rate time series; S3 (c) shows the phase lag map of M2 ocean tidal constituent (phase lag maps of K1 and S2

show the same pattern). From Fig. S3 (b) and (c) we can see that the phase lag of ocean tide rate increases rapidly between

points (4) and (5). This may indicate the location of the grounding line, similar to results of Rosenau and others (2013). In

other words, there is a narrow �oating zone (∼1 km wide) near the ice cli�.

Analysis of di�erential stress generated by subsurface melting

Photogrammetry images suggest that the calved block was ∼760 m in its long dimension (Tf , the �nal thickness of the ice

block) (Fig. S4). Assuming the block has a rectangular shape with dimensions of L×W×T prior to calving, where L and W

are the length (1370 m) and width (290 m), and T is the thickness of the block, then the net vertical force (F ) generated by

the di�erence between gravitational and buoyancy forces is:

F = ρigTLW − ρwg(T − ha)LW (1)

where ρi is ice density (917 kg m−3), ρw is water density (1000 kg m−3), ha is the height of ice above the water line (∼90 m),

and g is the gravitational acceleration.

Assuming the glacier front was in gravitational-buoyancy equilibrium at the initial state (i.e., F = 0), and thickness of ice

above the water line was approximately constant before calving, then the initial thickness T is ∼1084 m. If the long dimension

of the calved block was 760 m, then it lost ∼30% of its ice due to subsurface melting prior to calving, assuming no other loss

(e.g., breakage during calving) or thinning (e.g., �ux divergence) mechanisms.

Before calving, the shear stress (τ) on the calving surface caused by melting-induced overweighting can be estimated by :

τ =
F

LTc
(2)

where Tc is the thickness of the solid ice calving surface, accounting for crevasses, i.e., the vertical dimension of the solid ice

calving surface is smaller than T because of surface and basal crevassing. In initial equilibrium state, the shear stress induced

by gravity and buoyancy together is 0. At the time of calving, assuming Tc = T = 760 m (no crevasses), the shear stress τ is

∼103 kPa. Notice that both the ice block thickness T and Tc are time-variable quantities as subsurface melting is a continuing

process and crevasses may grow with time. T could also be larger than the �oating block long dimension (Tf ) since some parts

of the block may have broken o� prior to reaching the surface. Table S1 gives estimates of shear stress for di�erent thicknesses

of the calved block (T ) and the calving surface (Tc).

Laboratory studies suggest that the shear strength of ice is strongly dependent on physical conditions including age,

temperature and salinity (Ji and others, 2013; Timco and Weeks, 2010; Timco and Frederking, 1982). Typical shear strengths

range from 400 kPa to 1100 kPa, for temperatures in the range −2◦C � −20◦C. When temperature is higher, shear strength

is reduced. Experiments by Timco and Frederking (1982) with ice temperature of −3◦C suggest an average shear strength of

500± 220 kPa for fresh water ice.

Fig. S5 shows the relation between shear stress and crevasse depth assuming the calved block is 760 m thick, compared to

the shear strength estimates of fresh water ice from Timco and Frederking (1982). If ice failure is caused by the shear stress

generated by subsurface melting and resulting loss of buoyancy, it is either because the crevasses on the calving plane are

very deep (>60 % of block thickness), or the e�ective shear strength of the calving block is much smaller than the laboratory

result. Images from both TRI and Landsat-8 show that the calving front in Jakobshavn Isbræ is heavily crevassed, but these

images do not allow an estimate of the depth extent of crevassing. Our TRI-derived ice velocity and phase lags relative to

ocean tides suggest a ∼1 km wide �oating zone at the calving front (Fig. S3). At 34 m d−1 (estimated by feature tracking, see

main paper), ice in this �oating zone will experience ∼29 days of tidal �exing after initial �oatation and �exing, which could

extend the depth of crevasses. Modeling of ice velocity in the terminal zone of Helheim Glacier in southeast Greenland has

suggested that the e�ective strength of ice in the terminal zone is signi�cantly less than laboratory-derived values (Voytenko

and others, 2015).
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Block rotation rate and tidal forcing

The blue line in Fig. S6 shows tidal variations at the mouth of Jakobshavn Isbræ's fjord. The calving event happened at low

tide. The Pearson's correlation coe�cient between rotation rate (subtracting the ice failure curve) and tide is −0.07, while
tide rate gives −0.01, suggesting no linear correlation between block rotation rate and tide or tide rate.
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Table S1. Shear stress (kPa) generated by the calved block as a function of thickness, T . Percentage numbers in the �rst column indicate

the amounts of subsurface melting compared to the ice block in the initial equilibrium state. Shear stress increases with decrease of calving

surface thickness (Tc).

T Tc

(m) 1.0T 0.9T 0.8T 0.7T 0.6T 0.5T 0.4T 0.3T 0.2T 0.1T

760 (30%) 103 114 128 147 171 205 257 342 514 1027
800 (26%) 86 95 107 122 143 171 214 285 428 856
850 (22%) 66 74 83 95 111 133 166 221 332 664
900 (17%) 49 55 62 70 82 99 123 164 247 493
950 (12%) 34 38 43 49 57 68 85 113 170 340

D = 25.0 + 0.6t + 0.0043t2 - 9.1H(t + 28.5)

Fig. S1. Ice block downward motion versus time (compare to Fig. 8 in the main paper, rotation rate versus time). Blue dots are vertical

displacement estimates; red dots are downward motion corrected by adding a Heaviside (H) step function after an ice failure event ∼28.5
hours before the main calving event (equation, upper left). Green and black curves are the best �ts of downward displacement time series

before and after correction, assuming simple parabolic behavior.
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Fig. S2. TRI intensity images of the calving block on four successive days. All images have the same scale and are in the same �xed

Cartesian system. The glacier front is indicated by red arrow, observable ice surface becomes narrower as the up-glacier side subsides and

is shadowed by the higher down-glacier side. (a) 2015-06-07 00:01:00 UTC. (b) 2015-06-08 00:01:00 UTC. (c) 2015-06-09 00:01:00 UTC.

(d) 2015-06-10 00:01:00 UTC.
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Fig. S3. Ice velocity and tidal response. (a) Averaged LOS velocity map of the glacier terminus from 4 days of TRI measurements.

Velocity is positive when ice moves towards the radar (salmon triangle). Green box outlines the area of phase lag map in (c). (b) LOS

velocity from TRI (black) and tide rate (blue/yellow) time series. (1) - (11) indicate location of points in (c). Red curves are model �ts to

LOS velocities, considering linear velocities and three periodic signals with the frequencies of K1/M2/S2 tidal constituents, from Richter

and others (2011). Blue line is the predicted tide rate, yellow line is the tide rate derived from measured tide height time series (10 minute

sampling rate) from the mooring at the mouth of the fjord at Jakobshavn Glacier. (c) Phase lags for the largest tidal constituent (M2)

overlain on a Landsat-8 image. One colour cycle corresponds to one period, so the phase of red is close to the phase of blue. Only points

with longer than 2 days observation and more than 50% of acquisitions are analyzed. Notice the phase lags increase rapidly between (4)

and (5). There is a ∼1 km wide zone near the terminus that has very small phase lag. The estimates near shore are noisy because of

nearly stagnant ice, with rates similar to the uncertainty of TRI measurements.
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Fig. S4. Image of the calved block. Most of the block remains intact immediately after the calving event. The long dimension is about

760 meters.

Fig. S5. Shear stress (τ) versus ratio of thickness on the calving surface (Tc) to thickness of the ice block (T ), when T = 760 m. Green

dots represent shear stress when Tc/T varies from 0.1, 0.2, ..., 1.0. Red curve is the inverse function of shear stress against Tc/T . Blue

dashed line and light blue area (τ = 500± 220 kPa) mark the shear strength of fresh water ice from Timco and Frederking (1982).
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Fig. S6. Block rotation rate (red) and tide height (blue). Grey curve is the best �t of ice failure model, setting the rotation rate to in�nity

at the known time of the calving event (t = 0). The Pearson's correlation coe�cient between rotation rate (subtracting the grey curve)

and tide is −0.07, while with tide rate it is −0.01, suggesting no linear correlation between block rotation rate and tide or tide rate.


